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CHURCH GATE TO PALACE GATE

Start at the junction of Church Gate and Fulham High Street.

The building on the corner is a pub called O’Neill’s.
It wasn’t always a pub - look at this photograph taken in 1974.

1a. How long ago was this?      years ago.

1b. What was the building used for then?     

1c. Do you think the area looks different?     YES      NO 

1d. Describe any changes you can see.
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1e. Look at the glass in the windows. Do you like the designs?

      YES      NO 

Why?

1f. Draw a part of the design.

This kind of design is known as ART NOUVEAU.  
Find out more about this art movement at school.
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Look at the houses numbered 5 and 6 Church Gate.

2a. Describe the main features of the houses.

This is a typical example of GEORGIAN architecture.

2b. Do you like this kind of architecture?     YES      NO 

Why?

Look carefully at Number 6.  
Can you find a metal badge on the wall - look between the first floor windows.

2c. Draw the badge here.
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Walk past numbers 7 to 10 Church Gate to Sir William Powell Almshouses.

3a. This kind of architecture is called GOTHIC. Do you like it?     YES      NO 

3b. Why?

The almshouses were originally in Burlington Road, Fulham. 
 

3c. Find the date they were rebuilt here (look by the tower). 

Almshouses were built by charities to house poorer people and the elderly.

3d. Who provides such housing today?
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Go into the Vicarage Garden.

This was the site of the old vicarage which was knocked down in 1933.
Look at this map of 1896.

4. Mark with an ✗ on the map where you are standing now.
(Remember Church Gate used to be called Church Row, you have just seen the  
almshouses and there used to be a vicarage here).
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Go back into Church Gate.

Look at this photograph of Church Gate taken in 1904.

5a. Find the place where it was taken from.

5b. 

  What has stayed the same?                              What has changed?
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Go through the gates in to the church yard.

6a. Write down some of the words which describe your feelings about this place.

6b. Why do you think it is difficult to read the writing on some of the tombstones?

Walk towards All Saints Church.

6c. Describe the tower.
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Go out of the church yard by the south entrance and cross the road into the ornamental 
gardens, Pryors Bank.

Have a look in the subway underneath Putney Bridge. There is a modern, colourful  
mosaic of a river scene.

7. What do you think the mosaic represents?

In the ornamental gardens there are a number of statues.
They were presented by James Wedgewood to commemorate the coronation of Queen 
Elizabeth II.

8. When was the coronation?     

Go to the river embankment and stand by the bridge.

Find an inscription cut into the stone.
The stone is a rock called GRANITE.

9a. When was Putney Bridge built?     

9b. Who was the architect who designed the bridge? (top name)   
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Go to Pryors Bank Pavilion.

Pryors Bank Pavilion was opened in 1900 and was used for selling refreshments.

10. What is it used for today?     

Go to the entrance to Bishop’s Park.

There is an information board here about the Park.
A bit further along the footpath there is another information board. This tells you about 
the Moat that used to go all round Fulham Palace.

Walk along to the pink granite memorial.

This commemorates the International Brigade who fought in the Spanish Civil War.

11. When was the Spanish Civil War?     

You can find out more about the Spanish Civil War at school.
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Go back to the river walk and the embankment.

This photograph shows the river walk in about 1905.

12. What has changed?
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Go along the River Walk.

As you walk along the riverside make a list of how the river is being used by people and 
wildlife.

13a. People on the river.

  Are there any people on the river? What are they doing? What kind of boats are there?       
  How many?

13b. Wildlife on the river.

  Are there any birds on the river? What kind are they? What are they doing?  
  How many?
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Walk along to the skateboarding/recreation area.

This photograph was taken about 1903.

Can you see a building that is in the photograph (towards the left hand side)?

14a. What is it used for today?

14b. Look at the children in the photograph. Describe how they are dressed.
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The large building which has been knocked down was a bandstand. 

14c. Why do you think bandstands were important to people at this time?
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Go to the paddling pool.

Look at this photograph of the paddling pool taken about 1912.

Can you find the houses in the photograph?

15a. Why do you think the photograph is called ‘The Sands’?

15b. Why do you think they made the paddling pool like the seaside?
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Go to the information board ‘Bishop’s Park Ornamental Pond’.

16. Look at the board and write down some of the animals that live in and around the 
pond.

Go past Bishop’s Rainbow Playhouse and Playground.

Look at the boundary walls - they are made of terracotta. They have letters and coats of 
arms on them.

Find a panel with letters on. Can you work out what the letters are?

They are the letters F, B and C.

17a. What do you think the letters stand for?

17b. Draw a part of the coat of arms.
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Go to the Stevenage Road/Bishop’s Park Road entrance.

There is an information board which tells us a great deal about the park.
The park was originally opened in 1893.

18. Who officially opened the park?

Go past the toilets, refreshment bar and aviary to the Bishop’s Avenue entrance.

This is the main entrance to Fulham Palace.
Look at the information board.

19a. Who used to live in the Palace?

19b. What can you see there now?


